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ABSTRACT

The work reported bore ia a continuation of that reported in UCRL- 
1462. Approximate breakdown voltages and spark damage estimates have been 
made for the metals Ag. Ti. Aluminum Alloy 52-so, Stainless Steel 316 and 
various combinations of Inconel and Cu.

The geometry and experimental conditions are the same as previously 
employed, i.e., a cylindrical electrode centrally located between parallel 
plates all within a 14 megacycle cavity. A strong magnetic field (8,000 gauss) 
ie directed along the common normal to the side plates and atom. Voltages 
of the order of one megavolt are applied.
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INTRODUCTION

The experiments reported here are efforts to measure: (a) the rela- 
Uve breaklown voltage of the metals tested, and (b) the damage to the metals 
resulting from sparks. Procedure for runs and terminology used is the same 
as those reported in UCRL-1962.

Now matala tested were: silver, titanium. Duraluminum (Type 52- 
50), and Stainless Staal (Type 116).

Much of the effort since the last report has bait concerned with the 
testing of combinations of metals and the testing of treatments given to the 
metals which have been suggested for use to the Mark 1 cavity. These include:

1.

1. 
. *

5.

Inconel with molybdate® on the reverse side.
Inconel with hydrogen admitted to bbe tank:
OFHC copper overlay pus weldedover DHP copper.
Special treatment of DHP and OFHC coppers.
Inconel - DHP copper permutations.

NEW METALS

1. Silver (5-3/8 to. gap)
The highest voltage reaches during thia run was 790 Kv. Below 790 

XV the sparking rate was quite low tod Ira ting a very abrupt breakdown thresh* 
old (see Figure IS). OFHC copper is at least 290 KV hotter than thia.

"See report on molybdate, Rye. no. 171
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-5- UCRL-2053

Damage to silver resulting from sparking is more severe than copper 
in that the spark craters formed are deeper and larger tn diameter (see Figure 
1).
2. Titanium (2-1/16 in. gap)

A breakdown voltage was not reached for titanium. The mazimum 
voltage reached during the run was 880 KV. This limit was due to the power 
which the oscillator could supply to the rf cavity. For Inconel an interpolation 
of the breakdown voltage for this gap is 875 KV.

At 875 XV the sparking rate was high (100-1000 sparks per minute) 
for Inconel and lew (50-80 sparks per minute) for titanium. Titanium appears 
slightly superior to Inconel on the basis of this limited information.

The spark damage incurred was similar to Inconel. Further tests 
of titanium are panned.

3. Duraluminum (Type 52-so) (1-15/16 in. gap
During this run the highest voltage reached was S50 KV. The apprent 

breakdown voltage decreased markedly with running time. After raising the 
voltage level several times, the highest voltage that could be i eached was 
645 KV (see Figure 16). Much metal was sprayed across the gap, most of 
which was adherent.

The spark damage was similar to copper in appearance.

4. htainlees Steel (nominal 2-3/8 in. gap) (Figure 5)
There have been three runs made with 316 Stainless Steel. Results 

of these three runs have not yielded consistent results. Another run with 316 
Stainless Steel is in progress. The metal sprayed from the side plates was 
considerably more magnetic than metal sprayed from Inconel plates.

COMBINATIONS AND SPECLAL TREATMENT or METALS

1. Inconel with Nickel Molybdate Backing
The 0-1 gap drift tube surfaces in the Mark I cavity were faced with 

Inconel skins in an attempt to ward off spark damage in the first and second 
gaps. Those facings could not conveniently be cooled by affixed water tubes 
or placed in good thermal contact with the existing cooled surfaces of the drift 
tubes.

Nickel molybdate was used to raise the emissivity of the back surfaces 
of the Inconel skins and drift tube surface to increase radiant boat transfer.
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The emissivity of molybdate coated Inconel is about O. 6 while Inconel itself 
is approximately 0.1.

The initial behavior when Mark I was operated with these drift tube 
facings indicated that the cavity appeared to be very gassy and a greater num- 
bar of sparks were observed at low voltages.

Untreated Inconel tooted in the XC cavity had proven itself superior 
to copper in all respects and had never exhibited a gassy behavior.

It was, therefore. pertinent to toot nickel molybdate coated Inconel 
in the XC cavity ia order to establish the following:
(a)

(b)

(c)

whether the molybdate coating exhibited a gassy behavior and could 
be baked out in a finite length of time, 
whether an ihcreased number of sparks encountered in as extended 
bake-in might integrate the damage to the electrodes to a point where 
they were aa badly damaged as copper, 
whether c servations made in Mark l aa to gassy behavior and fre- 
quent low voltage sparks are applicable to the XC cavity which would 
serve to further extend the range of validity of the XC tests aa good 
models for Mark. I.

It has been possible to establish these facta.
A run conducted with molybdate bached Inconel aide plates versus aa 

Inconel center electrode gave the following results:
A total bake-in time of 600 minutes waa observed in contrast to a 

normal value of 100-200 minutes. The untrapped tank pressure gauge did 
not read significantly higher thee usual at the beginning of the rat, bat did 
exhibit correlative changes with rf on aad off. These fluctuations were of 
the order of 5 x 10' 1 during the early part of the run aad became negligible 
during the later stages of the run.

20, 500 sparks without the magnetic field aad 23, 000 spark with the 
magnetic field were recorded during this run. A normal run on Inconel ac- 
cumulates approximately 2500 eparka with the field off and 5000 with the field 
on. The sparking rates during normal bake-in decays rapidly and monotonically
at voltages below bi This was not the case with molybdate backed
Inconel. The sparking rate decayed much more slowly. If the rf eras turned 
off for a short period of time, the sparking rate increased rapidly when turn- 
iag aw again to a value several times higher than the value just before the 
voltage was torse d off. The decay time to establish the original rate was
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comparable with the off time. This effect did mot disappear umtil the value
of 1100 KV was reaches with the magnetic field as.

The mawimam voltage reached was 1130 KV which is is agreement with 
the experimental value for aacoatod Incomel.

The spark damage is illustrated la Figures 6 and 7. it is acted that
the area sparked to is larger thaw usual, but the total amoumt of da

*

done

ia not as great as to copper electrodes, ia fact mot much more than the dam- 
age doae to me eats d Inconel with approximately one -fifth the mumber of sparks.

Inspection of the cavity after the raa revealed the presence of a bl ad sh 
film oa the aide walls. Thia film was left intact for the next rw with uncoated 
Inconel and we again observed aa extended bake -ia.

After this rm, the cavity walls were cleaned with emery paper, water 
and acetone, which completely removed all visible traces of this deposit. 
Subsequent rme behaved normally with regard to bake-in.

The presence of the molybdate coating them was directly responsible 
for the long bake-in period sued the accompanying increased number of sparks. 
THs is aa undesirable feature and does not recommend its use ia Mark I. 
Aay material that either increases the total number of sparks that are likely 
to occur before attaining a given voltage or outgases slowly is to be regarded 
as undesirable.

Wo have act determined whsther the evolute from the molybdate coated 
is a direct decomposition product or a emtsmiaste introuced ia the plating 
process. The molybdate itself appears to be quite imvolatile. La any case not 
much can be does with molybdate surfaces excep: to outgas them before use
and the effect may not be pen at.

The x-ray level ior the nickel aalyWit* rum was abaat twice as high 
as in previous raas. This effect carried over to the next rum oka re the x- 
ray loading was approximately 6 times normal (see Figure 14). Since the 
power input co both runs, within the limits of experimemtal error, is the 
same as that for mormal operation, neither the additiomal skin loss from the 
molybdate residue or the x-ray loading represeat a large percemtage of the 
total power loss.

The agreement betas sa the tad speed eat teste in Mark I and the XC 
cavity strengthens the belief that XC is a reasonable model for testa ia the 
abort gap of Mark I.
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2. IncomelwithH2 (3-3/8 im- gap)"
The purpose of this rum was to determine whether admissiom ofhy- 

drogen into the cavity would aid the bake-in ar result im any reduction la the 
sparking rate as has been surmised at various times.

There ware two methods devised for testing th* effect of hydrogen. 
The results were determined by the effect of H, om the sparking rate both 
during batea-ta and subsequentiy- Electrodes were Cirat baked-in without 
magnetic field. During a second bake-in with the magmetic fleld, hydrogen 
was bled into the tank to a pressure 7-10 times the normal operating base 
pressure (a. a.. ta approximately 10-5 man Hg. ) When a low mparking rate 

was obtmined just below mazimum voltage, the hydrogem was turned off. 
The sparking rata at thia voltage was carefully momitored as a fumction of timne 
until it was established that the previous equilibrium pressure had been reached. 
There wras no statistically mignificant variatiom ia the sparking rate during 
thia interval, (i.c., sparking rata did not imcrease ar decrease as a result 
of turning oft tha H,).

Hast the Amitiml sparking rata was observed after tha rf had beam turned 
aa following a 15 - 30 minute rf off period with mo hydrogem admitted ta the 
system mnd thea whoa hydrogen had beem a lU*a ta tha raca— system. 
There was no statistically significant difference in th* sparkimg rate.

We have been unable ta at— that tha admissio of H, has aay effect 
aa bake-in ar sparking rata. The H—a required ta bake-in with H, was mot 
notably diferent than usual.

3. Coyfr Oyrlay —t* OHP Copper
The purpose of this run was to determime whether piug welds Ui the 

surface of un OFHC copper overlay would be weak areas M the electrode 

surfzce .
.The results of the run indicate that the spark demsvity does mot U — 

any preference as — location M the overlay (see Figures 9 amd 10)-
The highest voltage reached was compatible with OFHC copper. The 

damage to areas of weld —atal were no diferemt tham to the base —1. More 
sparking was encoumtered at lower voltages tham is usual with OFHC copper.

"These runs ere performed for CRandD because of a particular imterest in 
these specific methods of treatimg metals. CW—ha • furmished material 
nd persommel assistance for these tests. The cw—to persommel directly 

associated with these testa were D. Cummings, L- C. Foster and R. Vet- 
terlein.
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4. y****** Copper Maae wlU Special Trtatnwt* (3-3/8 im. gap)
Several tests have been made with copper which has been given special 

treatment.
a.

C.

Capper* mot wk hardemed- Here furries started at 790 KV and the 
highest voltage reached was MO KV.
OFHC copper which Mao been work hardened. With this treatment 
furries were encountered above 905 Ky amd the highest voitage reached 
was MO KV.
DHP copper which had been work hardemed and then cleamed by CRand 
D using the c yanidedeplatng techmique proposed far cleaming the drift 
tubes in the Mark I cavity. Flurries were encountered above 010 KV
and the highest voltage reached wam 905 KV.

5. Zaco**1 ♦ Copper P«rm«Utua» (3-3/8 in. gap)
la order to estimate wUtkar trouble might be expected La the second 

gap (Inconel opposite copper) La the Mark I cavity a series of experiments were 
performed using DHP copper and Incomel. These two metals were used aa 
mm» aad aide plates in the four possible permutatioms.

From the run with Inconel aa .aaaa aad aide plates the highest woltage 
reached was 1100 KV with vary low sparking rate.

With several samples of DHP copy ar tor aide plates aad an Inconel 
nose, one {work toardaaad) DHP sample gave maximum voltage of 1040 KV
and a secomd KV

Photomicrographs of these two DHP copper samples were made (see 
Figures U and 12). The mample hoiding the most voltage toad been subjected 
to work hardening annealing cycles. The adtoar sample was mot work hardened. 
The grain mize of the first of these samples has a grain structure several times 
larger than the non-work toardaaad sample. The process of work hardening

aling La knowm to increase crystal growth. This suggests that crys-

With the oer oa < DIIP copper ple om the side plates and a DHP
copper mose the maximum voltage reached wwas 925 KV. These rm are 
plotted in Figure 18.

•It was not possible ta defimitely idoatify this copper at ta type. It was either 
DHPef poor OFHC.
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With Incomel side plates and DHP copper Ma* the maxi vol tag*
reached was 749 KV. Subsequent to th* firat ria* in voltage th* high* at value 
reached waa 670 KV. Inspection of th* copper Ma* after thia raa revealed 
that Inconel had been sprayed on it from th* aid* plat**. Thia sprayed metal 
was so loosely attached that it coaid easily be rubbed off with one’s finger.

Th* main conclusion drawn from thia la that th* substitution of cop-
per for Incomel oa either electrode reduces the maxi voltage that can
be reached. Aa before, th* damage which occurs appears oa th* electrode 
of lowest gradient. With copper aid* plates th* voltage obtained waa about 
th* same aa with a completely copper geometry. When Inconel aid* plates
war* used with a copper nose th* maxi voltage reached was several hun-
dred kilovolts below that for th* completely copper geometry and thia maxi- 
mam voltage dr opped continuously with running.

The hypothesis la that th* loose Inconel dust on center electrode is 
responsible for aggravating th* sparking rat*.

These experiments were carried oat by a groap consisting of:
R. L. Anderson, P. R. Byerly. Jr.. w. w. Chupp. H. G. Heard, C. W. 
Jensen, E. J. Lauer, E. J. Lofgren, v. w. Salsig. H. L. Smith. H. W. 
Vogel and others.

Information Division
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CLASSIFICATION OF METALS BY BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE

Closest Gap Max. Gap KV Remarks

Titanium

Duraluminum 
(Type 52-SO)

Stainless Steel 
(Type 316)

Inconel
(Molybdate coating)

OFHC copper 
(Plug welded)

Inconel
(Previous data)

Inconel nose
DHP Side Plates

DHP copper

DHP nose 
(Inconel side)

5-3/8

2-1/16

1-15/16

2-3/8

3-3/8

2-3/8

3-3/8

a 3-3/8 
b 3-3/8

3-3/8

3-3/8

790

880

600-850

1110

1170

1020

1170

1040
960

925

740

CONFIDENTIAL

Spark damage 
more severe 
than copper

Spark damage 
comparable to 
Inconel

Spark damage 
similar to copper

Spark damage 
similar to In- 
conel

Sparking in
duced by coat
ing material

Copper plug 
welds have ao 
effect

Behaves like 
all DHP copper 
geometry

Loose Inconel 
dust contributes
to sparking

, 63 010
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